Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is the great guide ideology
which illuminates the world
On the occasion of the Sun's Day(108th birth anniversary of the Great Leader President
Kim Il Sung), the Asia Regional Institute of Juche will organize the Regional Internet Seminar
in New Delhi, India as agenda of "Justness and Role of Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism in the
contemporary world."
Honorable Dr .Harish Gupta, Asia Regional Institute of Juche Idea.
Very warmly Greetings to you all for organizing the prestigious international internet
Seminar on the theme of "Justness and Role of Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism in the contemporary
world." It is very important in the present global atmosphere.
I congratulate from myself and our organizations Bangladesh Group for Study of Songun
Politics, International Central Committee for Songun Policy and our newspaper ‘The Daily Folk
International.
Really it is great work to find out the concomitancy of Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism to the
peoples of the world.
I will like to discuss it as Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is the revolutionary ideology that is
integrated with Juche idea, founded by President Kim Il Sung and further developed by the
Chairman Kim Jong Il, and the Juche-oriented theory of revolution and leadership method that
are clarified by the Juche Idea.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism provides the masses of the people with the correct world
outlook and, on its basis, illuminates the correct strategy and tactics of revolution and
construction and the best method of organizing and mobilizing the masses in the revolution and
construction, thus forming an integrated perfect system befitting the guiding ideology of the
revolution and construction.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is integrated with idea, theory and method of Juche is related to
the historic mission it assumes before the era and the revolution.
The historical mission of Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is illuminate the road ahead of the
struggle to realize independence of the masses who have emerged as masters of the realize
independence of the masses who have emerged as masters of the world and their own destiny
and are now making history in an independent and creative way.
In order to fulfill its mission, it was necessary to illuminate the philosophical thought that
enables the masses to shape their destiny with awareness of being the masters of their destiny,
the revolutionary which is integrated with the theory and principle, strategy and tactics of the
revolution to complete the people’s independence and the leadership method that enables the
masses to fulfill their responsibility and role of master in the revolution and construction.
With such historical mission it assumed before the era and the revolution,
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism becomes an integrated whole of idea, theory and method of Juche.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is run through with and Integrated by People-first Doctrine.
The people-first doctrine enables to serve the popular masses with devotion by regarding
them as the most precious beings in the world and to solve all problems by regarding them as the
most powerful and intelligent beings and relying on them.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism illuminates that the people’s independent demands and
interests should be considered as the only criterion of appreciating value of all things and
phenomena and they have value only when they serve the people.
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It also considers it as fundamental purpose of all social movements to realize the people’s
independent demands and interest.
According to Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism, social movement, the revolutionary movement is
the struggle to defend and realize the masses’ independence, the principle to be maintained in the
revolution and construction is to defend and realize the people’s independent demands and
interests, and there revolutionary party’s mode of existence is to serve the people.
It also elucidates that the officials should give absolute priority to the people’s interests and
serve them with devotion.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism regards the people as direct performers of the revolution and
construction and elucidates that it is a fundamental way for victorious advance of the revolution
and construction to cultivate their creativity and display it to the full.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism elucidates that it is possible to carry out all revolutionary tasks
with success if the inexhaustible strength and wisdom of the masses are enlisted as there is no
more powerful and wiser being in the world than the masses.
As it is the people-first doctrine, Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is now displaying invincible
traction as the only guiding ideology of revolution and construction in the era of independence.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism elucidates all contents of revolutionary ideology perfectly and
comprehensively.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism includes rich and many-sided ideological and theoretical
contents that give perfect explanations to all problems arising in the revolutionary practice in the
era of independence.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism clarifies scientifically all the principles to be included by the
revolutionary world outlook such as the man-centered philosophical principle, the peoplecentered socio-historical principles and the guiding principles of the revolution and construction.
It clarifies scientifically not only the true picture of the society, the ultimate goal of the Workers’
Party of Korea, where the people’s independence is completed but law-governed process of its
building and strategy and policies to be maintained in the whole process of implementing the
cause of socialism.
It also expounds comprehensively and profoundly all theories, strategies and tactics to be
contained by the theory of revolution such as the theory of national liberation, class
emancipation and human emancipation, the theory of natural harnessing, social transformation
and man remolding the theory of global independence.
It also illuminates all principled issues arising in the leadership over the masses such as the
essence and principle of the revolutionary leadership, the revolutionary leadership system and
the art of leadership. As a result, Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism shows the most correct way that
enables to push ahead dynamically with the popular masses’ cause of independence, the cause of
socialism.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism Representative of Whole Historical Eras of the Present and the
Future
Historic position of revolutionary ideology is defined by which age it represents.
The era of the higher stage a revolutionary ideology represents, the higher position it holds
as the great revolutionary ideology. Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism integrated and reflected
correctly the requirements of a new high stage of developing history in the protracted struggle of
the popular masses for independence, thus being the great revolutionary ideology representative
of the Juche era. Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism gave correct explanations to all problems arising
in the revolutionary practice in the present age. It clarifies general goal and orientation of the
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revolutionary struggle in line with the independent desire and demands of the masses in the era
of Juche and comprehensively explains not only the law, strategies and tactics but the ways of
the struggle for their realization.
It also newly clarifies essential superiority of socialism, inevitability of its victory and law of
its building and illuminates scientifically the strategy and tactics for the building of a powerful
socialist country, thus providing the correct way to consummate the cause of socialism with
success.
It also gives explanations to all problems arising in the revolutionary leadership that enables
the masses to hold the position of master and fulfill their role as such. As a result, it provided
reality in which the Juche-oriented socialism that applies Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism, the
people-centered socialism is now invariably advancing along the orbit of Juche.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is the great revolutionary ideology representative of the whole
historical eras of the present age and the future in which the masses’ independence will be fully
achieved. It gives explanations to all principled problems in building and developing an ideal
society of humankind such as the spiritual and moral traits of the people in the future society
where their independence is fully achieved and the social relations and modes of activities to be
made in the society.
Thanks to Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism, law of building the people’s ideal society where
their independence is fully realized was newly clarified and all theoretical and practical problems
including the ideas and social relations to be established in the society where fully explained.
As ideal society where the popular masses’ independence is fully realized is one other than
the society that is based on Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism, applied Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism
and develops for all ages with Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism as a guide.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is, indeed, an encyclopedic revolutionary ideology, the guiding
masses’ cause of independence, the cause of socialism and an immortal revolutionary banner that
leads not only the present age but the future of mankind on the conclusion.
I would be keen to express a Poem on the occasion of the Sun's Day (108th birth anniversary
of the Great Leader President Kim Il Sung), my mind with high respect.

Poem written by Dr. M. Jahangir Khan
Sun’s Ray Shines again the Globe
Great Kim Il Sung's rays
2020 very honestly says,
Now the Globe goes into holes,
One is devastator Imperialist goals,
Other is Environmental illnesses.
The brightest rays of Beloved
Kim Il Sung quicks the globe a lighten world.
The vision makes the Songun Korea
Covid-19 zero DPRK of the era.
It is the way of Justness,
Found through Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism,
That defeats total Imperialism.
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False maker always exists as liar,
All summit with them are the times pair.
The Great men of Mt. Paektu
Guide the immortal view,
To defeat the warmongers,
To win ugly dangers,
For rebuild the world,
For create the Masses mind.
We, the peoples in Venezuela,
Women and Children of Cuba,
All Palestinian without Palestine,
All Arkanian without Arkan,
All minorities of countries
get a ray of revolutionaries
From Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism
Beloved Kim Jong Un's leadership against Imperialism.
We, all the peoples of world
Have to make allies of speed word,
"Go" back Yankee
From all places of peoples' bee.
It is 2020 Sun's Day,
Not only in Korean bay,
Welcome from all gates
Of countries ' peoples
wait for warmly receptions
And shout slogans
Long live Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism,
Long live leadership against Imperialism,
Welcome Sun's day-2020
With heartfelt brightest Roses of century.
By: M JAHANGIR KHAN
CHAIRMAN, BANGLADESH GROUP FOR STUDY OF SONGUN POLITICS
PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL CENTRAL COMMITTEE FOR SONGUN STUDY
EDITOR, “THE DAILY FOLK”
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